Gastroenterology is the branch of drugs targeted on the systema alimentarium and its disorders. Diseases moving the channel, that embody the organs from mouth into orifice, on the GI tract, area unit the main focus of this specialty. Physicians active during this field area unit known as gastroenterologists.

GERD, looseness of the bowels and body part cancer square measure samples of GI diseases. Once examined, some diseases show nothing wrong with the duct, however there square measure still symptoms. different diseases have symptoms, and there also are visible irregularities within the duct. Most GI diseases are often prevented and/or treated.

The useful diseases are those during which the epithelial duct appearance traditional once examined, however does not move properly. They are the foremost common issues moving the epithelial duct (including the colon and rectum). Constipation, irritable gut syndrome (IBS), nausea, gas, bloating, food poisoning, GERD and diarrhea are common examples.

Many factors could upset our epithelial duct and its motility (ability to stay moving) including:
1. Eating a diet low in fiber.
2. Not obtaining enough exercise.
3. Traveling or alternative changes in routine.
4. Eating giant amounts of farm product.
5. Stress.
6. Resisting the urge to possess a bm, probably thanks to hemorrhoids.
7. Overusing anti-diarrheal medications that, over time, weaken the gut muscle movements known as motility.
8. Taking antacid medicines containing Ca or Al.
9. Taking sure medicines (especially antidepressants, iron pills and powerful pain medicines like narcotics).

Structural gastrointestinal diseases:
Structural channel diseases area unit those wherever your gut appearance abnormal upon examination and conjointly does not work properly. Sometimes, the structural abnormality has to be removed surgically. Common.

(IBS) Irritable bowel syndrome:
IBS also called Nervous stomach, irritable colon, spastic colon. Or Irritable bowel syndrome. This is a functional condition where our colon muscle contracts more/less often than normal effective foods, medicines and emotional or mental stress are some of the factors that can trigger IBS.

IBS Symptoms Includes:
1. Change in bowel habits such as harder, looser, or more urgent stools than normal, Alternating or regular constipation and diarrhea.
2. Over Gas forming, Abdominal pains and cramps.

Treatment of IBS includes:
1. Avoiding Over caffeine.
2. Increasing fiber in our daily diet.
4. Learning new and different ways to cope with mental stress.
5. Avoiding dehydration.
7. Getting high quality of rest and sleep.

Hemorrhoids:
Hemorrhoids square measure expanded veins within the anal canal, structural unwellness. They’re swollen blood vessels that line your anal gap.
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